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Nuno João de Oliveira Valério, PhD, Full Professor and Chairman of the Scientific Board of ISEG - Lisbon School of Economics and Management, Universidade de Lisboa, and Chairman of the Examination Panel of the PhD in Economics and Organizational Sociology, in response to the request of Sandra Faustino Coelho, hereby states that:

The Panel, which was constituted on the 21st of January 2021 by the Dean of ISEG, is comprised of the following professors:

Doctor Deja Elana Swartz, Assistant Professor at Department of Media Studies, College of Arts and Sciences, University of Virginia – USA;

Doctor Quinn DuPont, Assistant Professor at School of Business, University College of Dublin – Ireland;

Doctor Rafael Jorge Soares Duarte Marques, Assistant Professor at ISEG, Lisbon School of Economics and Management, Universidade de Lisboa;

Doctor Daniel Alexandre da Silva Seabra Lopes, Assistant Professor at ISEG, Lisbon School of Economics and Management, Universidade de Lisboa.
The Panel agreed that the examination will take place on January 19, at 2 p.m., via videoconference, through the link https://videoconf-colibri.zoom.us/j/84730078037, under the no. 2 of article 5 of Law no. 1-A/2020, of March 19, and will consist of:

An oral presentation by the candidate, summarising the content of the dissertation entitled “SELECTED TALES FROM DECENTRALIZED FINANCE”, and explaining its objectives, the methodology used, and the main conclusions obtained.

This presentation shall last no more than 30 minutes.

Argumentation by the panel and the subsequent defence of the dissertation by the candidate. The candidate will be given the same time to defend their dissertation as that given to the Panel for their argumentation.

The PhD examinations cannot exceed two and a half hours.

When the examination is concluded, the Panel will meet to discuss the results, a summary of which will be written in the respective minutes.


The Chairman of the Examination Panel,

[Signature]

(Professor Nuno João de Oliveira Valério, PhD)